
Group name : Thick Tok

Group members name: Xuan wen , chervelle, shafirin, Siew boon and Quinny



What is our aim ???

Our aim is to
● Inspire more people/student to use recyclable materials for their project 
● Inspire more people to use more recyclable materials in their daily life.
● Inspire more people to waste less and recycle more 



Our posters 



How will it be ??



This is how the boxes are going to be and organised .

What can be contribute:
● Paper

-Newspapers, office paper, magazines and 

cardboard

● Plastic 
-plastic bag, plastic bottle, containers and 

medicine containers 

● Others 
-Aluminum trays, cartons,aluminum 
foil, cans,jugs and tubs 



What will be used for this project 

Material used:
● Recycle box 
● Marker 
● Colour pencil 
● Paint 

*Will be using all recyclable material so we can stick to the project. [we will use 
recycle materials as much as we can]*



What are the rules for this project??

Rules : 
● Do not vandalise/destroy the boxes placed 
● Do not take the cardboard, if  do not need it 
● Take the number of box needed 
● Donate stuff such like cans and bottle are to be wash before contributing 

to the box to prevent ants so it is able to be used 



How do we improve this project ?

● We can create a survey, and ask different questions on this idea. 
At the same time, we can ask them how we can improve this. 



What are the extras idea we have ?
Extra ideas : 
● They can write their name on the recycling materials that they contribute, then by the end of the 

month we will pick out one recycling material from all the different boxes and pick out one from all 
the materials picked out and the winner will win something.

● We will place a list of papers for people to write their name on the list when they contributed 
something,the person who contributed the most will win something  too. [ they will not be able to 
cheat cause we will check the items in the boxes. Which means that they could write their name on 
the thing they have contributed before put it into the recycling box

Prizes like : using recycle plastic bottle to make a plant in a pot, pencil /pen holder , pencil 
case and more 


